UNIVERSITY:
Parent and Carer’s Guide

GM Higher – Who are we?

Greater Manchester Higher is a collaboration of
universities and further education colleges from
across Greater Manchester, who are working together
to provide high quality impartial information, advice
and guidance about higher education.
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As a parent or carer of a young learner currently at secondary
school, over the next few years you will see your child faced with
many important decisions about their education that will affect their
options for the future. Your child might be starting to think about
what GCSEs to take, or they might have just finished taking them
and are progressing to sixth form or college.
No matter what stage of school they are at, it is important that they
understand that higher education could be an option for them. This
guide will introduce you to the decisions that your child will have to
make, advice on how to help your child make those decisions and
how to explore the varied world of higher education should they
decide that it is something that they would like to pursue.
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What is Higher Education?
Higher education (HE)
refers to the qualifications
that are studied after the
completion of Level 3 study
such as A-levels, BTEC
Extended Diplomas and
Access Courses.
Higher education is accessible
to everyone, regardless of
background. There are over 400
higher education institutions in the
UK with over 90,000 courses to
choose from; with so much choice
there is something for everyone.
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There are lots of higher education
qualifications to choose from, we’ve
listed the most common ones below and
we’ll explore each in more detail later.
•
•
•
•

Bachelors degrees
Foundation degrees
Higher and Degree Apprenticeships
Higher National Certificates
and Diplomas

Why Consider Higher Education?
Financial and Career Benefits

Student Experience

Higher education graduates:-

HE students get to:-

• On average earn more money over
a lifetime than non-graduates.
• Have access to a wider range of
career opportunities and higher
salaried jobs.
• Can ‘Fast Track’ within certain careers
like the Army or the Police.
• Develop transferable skills such as
budgeting and organisation.
• Have the possibility of undertaking
hands-on work experience to
develop skills suitable for a specific
career (this is dependent on the
course).

• Study a subject they are passionate
about, or study something completely
new to an advanced academic level.
• Have the opportunity to move away
from home and be able to make the
transition to living independently in
a safe and supportive environment
(they will not, however always be
supervised). Or live at home whilst
continuing their study at a local
institution.
• Socialise with people from all over
the world, from a diverse range of
backgrounds and experiences.
• Be involved with the Students’ Union
and be a part of some ground
breaking projects, campaigns and
volunteering opportunities to enhance
and broaden their experiences.
• Have the possibility of studying abroad
or complete a work placement to
enhance their employability skills.
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Start Higher
Choices and Decisions
Education

The Journey
Ahead

Apply
for student
finance
See pages 21-23
for our guide to
student finance.

Sit GCSE
exams

YEAR
11

GCSE
Choice

YEAR
13

YEAR
13

• Choose what GCSEs to
study in Year 10 and 11.
• Begin to think about
higher education options
and whether there
are any GCSEs that
need to be taken.

Sit
A-levels/
BTECs
and other
qualifications.

YEAR
12
YEAR
13

YEAR
8/9

YEAR
11

YEAR
12
Further
Education Choice
• Decide what further education
qualifications and subjects to take.
• Find out what subjects and
qualifications are best for the higher
education courses that your child is
interested in. Some courses require
specific courses or qualifications.
• Decide where to study
further education.
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Apply
to Higher
Education
See pages 18-19 for
our guide to UCAS
applications.

Think about
Higher Education
• Research courses and institutions
and attend open days or UCAS fairs.
• Research the application process via
the UCAS website: www.ucas.com.
• Organise relevant work
experience or volunteering.
• Think about writing
personal statement.
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GCSEs
Choosing GCSE Subjects

The decisions that will shape
your child’s future begin in
Year 8/9, when your child
will be asked to choose what
subjects they would like to
study at GCSE.
GCSEs are extremely important,
nearly every one of the 90,000 courses
at the 400 higher education institutions
across the UK will ask for a minimum
attainment level at GCSE.
There have been recent changes to
how GCSEs are graded. Subjects are
now graded on a scale of 9-1 with 9
being the highest grade. To progress
into sixth form, college or an Advanced
Apprenticeship, your child will usually
need a minimum of 5 GCSEs at

grade 4 or above, including GCSEs in
Mathematics and English. If they do
not achieve at least Grade 4 in GCSE
English or Maths at the end of Year 11,
they will be expected to retake these
subjects (or an equivalent qualification).
Take some time to look ahead before
your child sits their GCSEs. Some of the
most competitive university courses
(eg. Medicine, Dentistry, Veterinary
Studies) might ask for a higher number
of GCSEs at higher grades.

Each school differs in terms of what
GCSEs must be taken and what
subjects are optional. Everyone will
have to take a core set of subjects that
include Maths, English and Science.
There will then be options to choose
from four groups of subjects:• Arts (e.g. Art, Drama, Theatre
Studies, Dance)
• Design and Technology (e.g. Design
& Technology, Graphic Design)
• Humanities (e.g. History, Geography)
• Modern Foreign Languages (e.g.
Spanish, French, German)

Schools are not able to offer unlimited
subject combinations so this may
limit the choice available – such as
having to choose either geography or
history. When making their choices
it’s important your child considers
what they might be looking to do at
sixth form or college or even at higher
education. If there is a specific higher
education subject in mind it might be
worth taking a bit of time to have a
look at some of the universities and
colleges that offer that subject to see
if they do ask for anything specific at
GCSE. For example, to study French
at higher education, the subject must
have been studied at A-level. To study
French at A-level, the subject must have
been studied at GCSE.

GCSE Choices Dos and Don’ts
Make sure your child:• picks subjects that they enjoy – they will probably get a better mark
• discusses their choices with you
• speaks to their teachers before picking new subjects so they know
exactly what is involved
• makes a decision that is best for them
• does not choose a subject just because their friends are taking it
• does not feel pressured into making a decision that is not right for them
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Further Education
In Year 11 your child will have to make their next set of
choices about what they want to study at sixth form or
college. At post-16 level there are more qualifications and
subjects to choose from.

Where to Study

Qualifications

•	The sixth form at their school,
if it has one

A-levels
A-levels are academic qualifications that are taught in a similar
way to school. There are a broad range of subjects on offer
and they can be taken in combination with BTEC qualifications.
A-levels are accepted by all universities and colleges, including
the most academically competitive institutions.
BTECs and Diplomas (such as OCR Nationals)
BTECs take a practical or hands-on approach to learning and
are assessed entirely by coursework. BTECs can be taken by
themselves, allowing an individual to specialise in one subject
over two years, or they can be taken in conjunction with
A-levels. BTECs are accepted by the majority of universities
and colleges; however some of the most competitive
universities, such as University of Oxford, University of
Manchester, Warwick University, University College London,
do not accept BTECs or will specify that they must be taken
alongside A-levels.
Apprenticeships
Apprenticeships are designed to develop skills for a specific
career by studying and working ‘on-the- job’. Apprentices
will usually be in work for about 30 hours per week and will
be paid at least national minimum wage. There are different
levels of apprenticeships; Degree Level or Higher Level
Apprenticeships lead to a higher education qualification
similar to a Bachelor degree or above.
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If your child chooses to study A-levels
or BTECs they will need to choose
where to study. This could be at:

Post-16 Subject Choices
The subjects studied at sixth form
or college directly affect what
courses your child can study at higher
education. If your child is considering
going on to study higher then they
need to understand the broad way in
which certain subject combinations
lead to broad groups of higher
education courses – see the table
for guidance.

• Further education college
• Sixth form college
Here are some things that your child
needs to consider when choosing
where to study their further education
qualifications:
•	Do they want to stay somewhere
familiar or go somewhere new?
•	Do they want to study at a big
institution where there are lots
of students, or a small institution
where there are a smaller number
of students?
•	Does the school or college offer the
subjects or qualifications that they
want, or need to take?
•	Do they meet the entry
requirements?
•	How easy is it to get to – are they
going to be able to get there on time
and afford transport costs?
•	Do they have the facilities that are
important to them, such as art
studios or sports provision?
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Subject Choices
University
Post-16 Options
Subject Area
Humanities
and Academic
Arts (essaybased
subjects)

A-levels choose two
humanities or essaybased subjects such as
History, English Literature,
Geography, Law, Politics,
Economics or Classics.

Things to Consider

University
Post-16 Options
Subject Area

Essay-based subjects will
lead to the majority of Arts,
Humanities, Social Sciences,
Business and Law HE
courses, but not Science
and Maths HE courses.

Creative Arts

BTECs in Health & Social
Care, Business, Travel and
Tourism and Law.
Science and
Engineering

A-levels choose at least
two science subjects –
Chemistry, Biology, Physics,
Psychology, Environmental
Science, Maths etc.

If pursuing Life/Human
Sciences at HE then focus
on Biology and Chemistry
A-levels or Biology based
BTECs.

BTECs in Applied Science,
Sport Science, Forensic
Science.

If pursuing Physical Sciences/
Engineering then focus on
Physics and Maths A-levels
and similar BTECs.
For Medicine, Dentistry
and Veterinary Science
both Biology and
Chemistry A-levels must
be taken. BTECs will not be
accepted in place of these
qualifications.
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A-levels one or two arts
based A-level subjects,
Graphic Design, Art, Drama,
Music, Design Technology
BTECs in Performing Arts,
Music Technology, Acting,
Dance

Languages

A-levels Most HE foreign
language courses require the
subject to have been studied
at A-level.

New
Technologies

A-levels choose one or
more subjects like Graphic
Design, Art, Computing, IT,
Moving Image Arts etc.

The AllRounder
(for those who
are good at lots
of things or can’t
decide what
they want to
do)

A-levels choose a broad
range of subject disciplines
to keep future options
open like the following
combination; Maths, English
Literature, Biology, Art

Things to Consider
If pursuing Music at HE then
it usually must be studied
at A-level. For Acting and
Drama, subject choice does
not matter as much because
applications will be accepted
based upon an audition or
portfolio.
There are some courses
that do not require previous
study of the language – make
sure this is checked before
application.

This is a rapidly growing
industry sector and new HE
courses are being created
every year to reflect the
speed at which new skill sets
BTECs in Interactive Media,
are desired by employers.
Graphic Design, IT etc.
Choosing a broad range of
subjects might prevent an
application to a course like
Medicine but it will lead to a
broad range of HE options
being available. Your young
person can use their post16 experience to help them
decide what they want to
study at HE.
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Higher Education

12

• Academic qualifications focus on
developing knowledge about a
particular subject or topic and
develop skills in independent
learning and research.
• Vocational qualifications also
develop a knowledge base so that
you can learn important theory but
they offer more practical learning
opportunities and link to specific
careers or jobs.
• Apprenticeships can result in
obtaining either an academic
or vocational higher education
qualification, but a large part of the
time will be spent in work rather
than the classroom.

Level
4

Level
5

Level
6
Bachelors Degree

Academic

• The course is the most important
thing. Course content for the
same subject will differ between
institutions; make sure they are
applying to courses that cover
the topics that interest them.
• Teaching/Learning – how a course
is delivered will vary between
institutions. Is there a style of
teaching and learning that suits
your young person?
• Location – do they want to study
close to home or do they want
to move away? There are benefits
to both.
• Campus type – do they want to
study at a city university like London,
Cardiff or Manchester, or do they
want a campus university, which is
like a self-contained town like York,
Warwick and Lancaster?
• How good are the facilities like the
library, study spaces, laboratories, art
studios, accommodation etc.?

There are a few different types of
higher education qualification, which
can be split into three groups: academic,
vocational and apprenticeships.

•	Academic study
focused on
independent study
and research
•	Typically studied full
time for 3 years
Higher
National
Certificate
(HNC)

Vocational

Universities and colleges come in all
shapes and sizes; what is the right
institution for one person is not the
right institution for another. Here are
some tips for helping your child make
their choice about where to study:

Choosing Qualifications

Apprenticeship

Choosing a Higher Education
Institution

Types of Qualifications

•	1 year to
complete often
with option to
study part time
•	Designed to
teach practical
skills for a
specific career

Higher National Diploma
(HND)
•	Similar to HNC but takes 2
years to complete full time
Foundation Degree
•	2 years full time, longer if
part time
•	Combines academic study
and workplace learning
•	Designed with employers
•	Often can be topped up to
Bachelors degree

Higher and Degree Apprenticeship
•	Focused on a particular job or profession
•	‘Learn whilst you earn’ study for a HE qualification alongside paid work
•	Qualification and length will vary dependent on apprenticeship
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Choosing a Course
There is so much choice at higher education that your child may
feel overwhelmed and not know where to begin. Get them to
reflect on their interests both academic and extracurricular and
consider if this might lead to a HE course or career. For example
your child might really love Maths at school but actually go on
to study Mechanical Engineering, or your child may be a keen
footballer and go on and study a Higher National Diploma in
Sports Rehabilitation. The following points should be considered
when choosing a course.
• Is there a particular career in mind,
or do they want to keep their
options open?
• Do they want to know more about
a particular subject? Is this a broad
interest or is there something
specific they want to know more
about?
• What is it about a particular subject
that they like?
• Do they learn best through practical
application or independent study?
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• Are they taking the correct subjects
and qualifications at school or college
to apply to that course?
• Do they meet the GCSE entry
requirements for this course?
• Do they need to have completed
any work experience to apply for
this course?
• They should absolutely be pushing
themselves to achieve the best
grades that they can, but they should
also be realistic and apply for courses
that require grades they can achieve.

Things to consider when giving advice about subject choice.
• Two thirds of graduate jobs are available to anyone with a good degree,
regardless of the degree subject.
• There is more than one way into a career – for example you do not
have to do a degree in Accounting to become an Accountant, the same
is true for Solicitors and Law, Teachers and Teaching, Journalists and
Journalism.
• It is your child’s choice. They are more likely to get a good mark in a
subject or qualification that interests them. They are more likely to drop
out, or become disengaged with their studies if they do not like the
subject they are studying.
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Open Days
University and college open days are the best way for your
young person to decide which universities to apply to and
ultimately which one to attend. Open days usually take place
during the beginning of summer and autumn.
Here’s our guide to making the most out of an open day. Pass
on these tips to your young person if they will be attending the
open day with friends or with school.
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• Plan your day before you go, open
day programmes are usually available
from the institution’s website a
month or so before the day.
• Some learners attend the days with
friends or school; others will come
with their parents.
• Subject talks are the most important
thing as they will give the clearest
idea about what the course is like.
If your young person is considering
popular courses like Medicine then
you might need to book a place
on the talk. Check online before
attending.
• There will usually be talks on
student life, student finance
and university costs, student
support as well as information on
extracurricular and volunteering
opportunities including study abroad
and industrial experience.
• Make your young person do the
talking – get them to speak to as
many current students as possible
as they know exactly what it’s like to
be a student at the institution.
• Have a look at the facilities – you
might find that laboratories, art
studios, sports facilities, Students’
Union etc. are open for you to have
a look around.

• View accommodation – if your
young person is thinking about
moving away from home to study
it might be a good idea to go on an
accommodation tour. Just remember
that it is unlikely they will see the
exact accommodation they will end
up living in.
• And finally, have a walk around the
campus and local area to get a feel
for the place.
Accommodation
If your young person is thinking
about living in university
accommodation then consider
the following when they are
thinking about which institutions
to apply for.
• Are students guaranteed
accommodation in their first
year?
• What type of accommodation
is available and how much does
it cost?
• What help and support is
available to students after their
first year?
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University Applications
Your child’s school or college
should help them through the
application process when they
start Year 13, but it is helpful
for you to understand key
dates and actions to ensure
they are making the necessary
progress with their application.

Timeline

Throughout Year 12 and
beginning of Year 13:
Research courses and
universities.

Year 13. Complete the
UCAS application.
1 September – UCAS
applications open.
15 October – deadline for
applications to Oxford and
Cambridge and to courses
in Medicine, Dentistry and
Veterinary Science.
15 January – deadline for
applicants to be guaranteed
consideration onto a course.
Students are advised to apply
before this deadline.
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UCAS (www.ucas.com)
UCAS is an organisation that
manages applications to higher
education courses in the UK.
Universities only accept applications
through UCAS, and all applications
are online. Further education colleges
may accept direct applications.

Actions
•	Attend UCAS conventions and open
days.
•	Decide which five universities or
courses to apply for.
•	Think about personal statement.
•	Try and do work experience if
required.

•	Gather together qualifications
achieved (GCSEs) and undertaking
(A-levels/BTECs etc.
•	Write a personal statement.
•	A teacher to write an academic
reference and supply predicted
grades.
•	Submit form to UCAS.
•	Undertake any extra admission
testing/interviews etc. (not all courses
require this).

Timeline

Wait for decisions from
September of Year 13
onwards.
The length of time between
application and decision
varies massively between
institutions. This will also
depend on when the UCAS
form was submitted.

Accept/Decline offers by
May/June of Year 13:
Applicants will be informed by
UCAS of the exact deadline.

August of Year 13:
Results Day.

September/October
after Year 13.

Actions
•	Offers/declines/invitations to interview
arrive on UCAS Track, the online
service to monitor applications.
•	Attend interviews, or subject open
days for courses/institutions that have
made your child an offer to help make
a decision over where to study.
•	UCAS Extra opens in February for
students to who have not received
any offers, or who have declined all
their offers – they can then apply for
another course.
•	Inform UCAS of which offer is
firm choice (their first choice) and
insurance choice (their back up or
second choice). This can be done
once all decisions have been received.
•	Firm/insurance offer grades will either
be met or not. If not then applicant
enters clearing where they can apply
for other courses where there are
places still available.

Start Course!
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Student Support

Student Finance

Universities work hard to
ensure that all students are
supported in variety of ways
throughout their studies.

There is financial support for every student thinking of going
into higher education and the amounts vary, based on a
number of factors. The Government is currently undertaking
a review of the current student finance arrangements. It will
report in early 2019.

Pastoral Support – this is to
support your child’s development and
life outside of their academic study.
This is available through
• Personal tutors – an academic
member of staff who offers advice
and support.
• Counselling services – fully trained
counsellors are available by
appointment and drop in basis to
offer advice on any personal issues.
• Specialist advisors – for issues like
funding, finance, studying abroad,
accommodation etc.

Academic Support – university
level study is demanding and can
require a period of adjustment and
transition and there is support to help
with this. Places like the Students’
Union might offer things like study skills
sessions, time management etc. Subject
courses often offer revisions skills and
drop-in sessions.

Students Requiring Additional Support
If you are the parent and carer of a child that requires additional support
then there will be help available to you from universities and colleges.
Institutions are keen to help young people with disabilities, learning
difficulties, mental health conditions, long-term health conditions, young
people who are care experienced or who have caring responsibilities
to have a full student experience. Circumstances or disabilities that may
require additional support can be disclosed on your UCAS form and the
university or college will be in contact before the course begins to arrange
a support plan. You can also contact universities and colleges before your
child submits their application to discuss what support is available – they
will be more than happy to help.
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Living/Maintenance Costs
There are two main costs of higher
education – tuition fees and maintenance
• Students are entitled to another
costs. Below are some key facts and
loan to cover living costs such as
information on how these costs can be
rent, food and books.
managed.
• How much money students are
entitled to borrow depends on
Tuition Fees
household income and whether
• Universities and colleges can charge
they are living at home or at
up to £9,250 per year for full time
university. This is decided when
study and this will be increasing at the
student finance is applied for.
rate of inflation in the coming years.
• The money is paid into the students
• Tuition fees vary across courses and
bank account and helps them
institutions
develop budgeting skills
• Every full time UK student is entitled
to a tuition fee loan to cover the
entire tuition fee.
• The student loan company pay the
tuition fees directly to the university
or college.
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Applying for Student Finance
Bursaries/Scholarships

Additional Support

• Some universities and colleges offer
bursaries and scholarships, which are
financial awards that do not need to
be paid back.
• These may be awarded based on
family income or academic merit or
a mixture of both.
• These vary between institutions and
may only be available for certain
courses.
• Full details of each institution’s
financial award can be found
on www.ucas.com or on each
institution’s website.

• There may be additional support
for students with a disability, learning
difficulties, mental health conditions,
other long term conditions, students
who are parents, students with
caring responsibilities and students
who have experience of being in
care.
• There may be hardship funds for
students struggling with money.
• For more information contact
universities and colleges directly.

After your child has been made and accepted an offer of a
place to study at university or college they will need to apply
for a student loan through Student Finance England, this is
done online. Once this application has been completed you
will be sent an email from Student Finance England asking you
to confirm your income. This can be done by filling in a form
online. Student Finance England may ask to see evidence of your
income or circumstances, such as a P60, benefits statement or
self-assessment tax return. You must provide this information
in order for your child to receive their student loan.
Repayment
Once your child has completed their
higher education course, they will be
expected to start making repayments.
Repayments only kick in when your
child is earning £25,000 a year or more.
Anything still owed after 30 years is
wiped.
Student loans do not current affect
credit ratings or the ability to apply for
mortgage. It’s highly unlikely that your
child be made to repay everything they
have borrowed.
To find out more, we recommend
you read the Student Loans

Mythbusting guide by Martin Lewis at
www.moneysaving expert.com
If they earn below the repayment
threshold, which is currently £21,000
per year (this figure has been frozen
until 2021) then they pay back nothing.
If they earn above the threshold then
they pay back a percentage of what they
earn above the threshold. After a certain
amount of time the student loan is
wiped regardless of how much is owed.
Student loans do not currently affect
credit rating, the ability to apply for
a mortgage or any future bank loan
applications.

More information:
www.gov.uk/student-finance
www.studentloanrepayment.co.uk
www.moneysavingexpert.com/students
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Where Can I Study Higher
Education in Greater Manchester?
Ashton Sixth Form College
www.asfc.ac.uk

 tockport College
S
www.stockport.ac.uk

University of Bolton
www.bolton.ac.uk

Tameside College
www.tameside.ac.uk

Bolton College
www.boltoncollege.ac.uk

Trafford College
www.trafford.ac.uk

Bury College
www.burycollegeunicentre.co.uk

University Campus Oldham
www.uco.oldham.ac.uk

 oly Cross College
H
www.holycross.ac.uk

Wigan and Leigh College
www.wigan-leigh.ac.uk

Hopwood Hall College
www.hopwood.ac.uk
The University of Manchester
www.manchester.ac.uk
 he Manchester College
T
www.themanchestercollege.ac.uk
Manchester Metropolitan
University
www.mmu.ac.uk
Royal Northern College
of Music
www.rncm.ac.uk
University of Salford
www.salford.ac.uk
Salford City College
www.salfordcc.ac.uk
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Useful Websites
Apprenticeships
Information from the government about apprenticeships and traineeships
www.apprenticeships.org.uk
Informed Choices
Advice from the Russell Group about choosing GCSE and A-level subjects
www.russellgroup.ac.uk and search for ‘informed choices’
National Careers Service
Impartial advice about choosing qualifications and progression routes
nationalcareersservice.direct.gov.uk
Not Going to University
Options for students who are considering options other than higher education
www.notgoingtouni.co.uk
Student Finance Information
Information provided by the government
www.gov.uk/student-finance
UCAS
Lists all the higher education courses available across the UK
www.ucas.com
UCAS Progress
Progress is UCAS’ information, advice and admissions service for young people
making decisions about what and where to study after their GCSEs irrespective
of whether or not they’re thinking about higher education
www.ucas.com/ucas/after-gcses
Unistats
The official website for comparing UK higher education course data
www.unistats.ac.uk
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gmhigher.ac.uk
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